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Social Media Plan: CORE Geomatics 

CORE was founded in Calgary, Alberta as a Geomatics company. As you can see in 

Figure 1, their revenue stream continues to be predominantly in the Geomatics field. They have 

grown since their inception in 2009 to offer multiple services. CORE operates across Western 

Canada. CORE services are utilized by other businesses, not individual consumers. By offering 

multiple services, they have created an advantage over competitors. 

Figure 1. 2017 CORE Revenue Streams 

 

Another dynamic advantage CORE has is its embracement of emerging technology. They 

operate in a virtual office environment. The team is home based and meet through cutting edge 

collaborative technologies. Environment is a part of their culture, they pride themselves on 

running a paperless/digital operation. CORE’s turnover rate is quite low evidencing a loyal 
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personnel team. On top of that, their overhead costs remain low, despite their growth, giving 

them a competitive advantage. I believe all of these things could translate into an effective social 

media brand for CORE. 

CORE’s current social media platform make up is pictured below: 

Figure 2. CORE Social Media Platforms (2018) 

 

Overall Strategy 

A social media audit performed in October 2018 revealed the following five 

recommendations, categorized with CORE’s identified goals:  
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Figure 3. Audit Recommendations 

 

Business to business based organizations can achieve success on social media in terms of 

broadcasting their brand and generating marketing leads. The goals in this plan are to produce 

continuity in the way brand is portrayed on social media and broadcast CORE as subject matter 

experts in their fields thus generating new marketing leads and new relationships with potential 

employees. 

Strategic Objective 

To optimize the effectiveness of this plan, an interview was conducted with a member of 

the CORE senior management team (see Appendix A). Two main goals were identified when 

asked what they hope to achieve on social media. The following are in line with CORE’s values: 

1. Brand awareness 

2. Be recognized as subject matter experts (SME) by potential clients and potential 

team members in their various industries 

When asked how they would know when these goals were achieved, the response was: 

1. When there’s no such thing as a cold call anymore 

2. When competitors, clients, and potential clients start following your platforms (a 

good diversity of followers) 

Although point one will not be achieved over a demonstrable timeframe, it can be 

modified by increasing brand awareness to a point that some potential clients become familiar 

with the company before the cold call. The second point will be my focus for tangible results. 

Introduce consistent branding across platforms.

Convey the same values on all social media interactions.

Develop influencer relationships.

Optimize consistent scheduling relevant to social media platforms.

Introduce the social media rule of thirds in social media posting (Milbrath, 2015).SM
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Tactics 

Developing influencer relationships would help with creating brand awareness but could 

also be used to convey competence as SMEs. The five points identified in the Social Media 

Audit can be used as “tactics,” as described by Steven Lanoue, product marketer at Buffer, in his 

blog on crafting effective social media strategies (Lanoue, 2018, para. 22). Figure 4 shows the 

five recommendations from the Social Media Audit for CORE in relation to goals CORE has 

expressed, in the tactics layout recommended by Lanoue (2018, para. 36).  

Figure 4. Strategy to obtain goals identified by CORE. 
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To achieve the plan outlined in Figure 4, it has been divided into three tactics: 

1. Branding and values 

2. Influencer strategy 

3. Scheduling and content of posting 

Branding and Values 

CORE recognizes that branding is a significant tool. A flag identified in the Social Media 

Audit was lack of consistent branding across platforms. Elyse Flynn Meyer, President and 

Founder of Prism Global Marketing Solutions, wrote an article for Forbes about businesses 

connecting to their audience on social media. She defines brand as “absolutely critical for 

businesses to differentiate themselves” (Meyer, 2018, para. 1). Branding is necessary. CORE 

excels at the visual aspect of branding: usage of logo and consistent fonts. As Meyer outlines in 

her article, these things are important but “your brand’s authentic voice will have the greatest 

influence on the hearts and minds of your readers” (Meyer, 2018, para. 3). If CORE uses their 

four key values as guidelines for creating that “authentic voice”, it will be a unifying strategy 

that can be utilized in their scheduling plan as well.  

The fragmentation across social media platforms needs to be addressed. If CORE can 

consolidate its accounts down to one profile per platform, it will narrow the focus and clarify 

conveyance of their values and brand. The four steps Meyers gives to “authentically 

communicate your brand” (Meyer, 2018, para. 1) are: 

1. Define Your Target Persona 

2. Determine Your Ideal Communication Channels 

3. Understand The Message You’re Looking To Deliver 

4. Establish An Emotional Connection By Telling Stories 
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Point one will be examined further in the Influencer section following this one.  

The other three points can be assisted by using the cheat table, pictured in Appendix B. Posts 

must contain one or more of the four CORE values and fall in line with one of the two goals 

identified. The “checking” step, shown in Figure 4, is most critical for ensuring continuity of 

message. After unification of the brand, CORE social media platforms should look like the 

model below. Also pictured below are the central purposes outlined by platform to show the 

brand and values directive of the strategy. 

Figure 5. Recommended CORE Social Media Structure 

 

Influencer Strategy (Targeted Audience) 

This category serves both goals, brand awareness and establishing CORE as SMEs in 

their fields. A subject matter expert (SME) is defined as “an individual with a deep 

understanding of a particular process, function, technology, machine, material or type of 

equipment,” by F. John Reh, business writer with The Balance (Reh, 2018, para. 1). Arguably, 
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an individual can be a generalist in multiple fields, but not an SME. For CORE to be recognized 

as an expert in all its fields, it will need to utilize multiple individuals within the company. To 

establish that reputation of expertise on a company level, CORE will need to evidence retention 

of those individual experts. That way CORE will gain credibility as a brand, not as individuals.  

To attain the 48 influencer contacts in one-year goal, as described in Figure 4, I propose a 

divide and conquer strategy within the company. Identify an existing SME within each of the 

four divisions of CORE. Challenge them to follow news feeds and information releases pertinent 

to their specific division. Combine that with their traditional word of mouth discourse within the 

industry to identify emerging influencers. If each SME can identify one influencer per month, 48 

can be achieved in one year.  

To assist the process of discovering influencers, a template has been modified from one 

provided on www.b2bmarketing.net for defining buyer personas (B2B Marketing, n.d.). A 

completed persona is included in Appendix C. By using the persona, the CORE team can 

construct realistic scenarios of buyer behavior on social media to best locate influencers. Once 

located, CORE can source potential content by them, share it and tag the influencer or reach out 

and contact them through messaging or cold calling. Four target audience categories are:  

1. Large businesses that would utilize multiple services (persona in Appendix C) 

2. Smaller/medium business that would use one to two services 

3. Competitors and similar businesses offering the same services that may partner in 

the future 

4. Potential employees 
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Scheduling and Content 

The content of posts on social media is critical. Dominique Jackson, Marketing Specialist 

and blogger with Sprout Social advises “make social media about your audience, not just your 

business” (Jackson, 2018, para. 11). B2B activity on social media needs to be relevant to the 

audience. A key strategy to avoid ending up “boring”, as Jackson puts it, is: 

“A good way to tell whether or not you’re sharing great social media content is to ask 

yourself this: If I didn’t work for this company, would I look at this post?” (2018, Jackson, para. 

12) 

To remain focused on the strategy, while creating content I recommend posts that fall 

within one or more value and theme pictured below.  

Table 1. Recommended CORE Social Media Post Themes 

VALUES THEMES 

Creativity Storytelling Convey a meaningful message to the audience 

Opportunity Informative Info graphs, description 

Relationships Engagement Polls, questions, interaction 

Excellence Visual Broadcasting Pictures, videos, gifs 

Scheduling frequency per week will vary. An example of one week of content is pictured 

in Appendix D. It has been colour coded to represent the CORE value the post represents. To 

achieve this level of scheduling, I highly recommend using a service such as Hootsuite. The 

survey did touch on this, CORE has begun exploring using Hootsuite already. If they give access 

to their SMEs, the SMEs can create posts that are then checked by another member of the CORE 

team to ensure continuity of message and values. That “checker” can also ensure the social 

media rule of thirds is being followed (Milbrath, 2015), and at least one CORE value is 

represented in each post. That individual would then create, or curate, content to fill gaps left in 

the posting.  
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Once the team is comfortable with the schedule, I recommend they look at the viability of 

paid promotion on some platforms. When discussing this with CORE senior management, the 

response was that they were unconvinced the ROI would be sufficient for their b2b business. Top 

Dog Social Media quotes some interesting statistics for b2b, including “86% of marketers now 

combine paid and organic tactics as part of their social media strategies” (Top Dog, 2018, para. 

5). I believe CORE would benefit from some promotional spending, specifically on Linkedin. 

Most businesses are already on LinkedIn. If CORE promoted select posts, focusing on 

demonstrating their SME abilities, it would reach more of their target audience. Having said that, 

I do not believe paid promotion is critical to their success in achieving the two goals in this plan.  

Timetable 

Figure 6. Social Media Plan Timeline 

 

Evaluation 

Output 

The scheduled output will be achieved by CORE posting using the table guidelines 

shown in Appendix B and D. Posts across platforms must have a balance of the social media rule 

of thirds (Milbrath, 2015) and represent all four of CORE’s identified values in equal measure. 

Strategy will be followed according to Figures 3 and 4. Quantitative task requirements are 

below: 

MONTH FEB MAR MAY JUN AUG SEP NOV DEC

Approve Plan

Consolidate Platforms

Identify KPI

Training

Live Publishing

Quarterly Assessments

Annual Review

APR JUL JANOCT

202020192018

DEC JAN

2019 Timeline
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• Division SME (4 personnel) – each will post one to two posts per week. Below 

are the focus platforms per division.  

• Corporate “Checker” (as described in Figure 4) will verify content of SME posts 

as well as create posts on four platforms, from a Corporate perspective. They will 

also check that all required posting has been done by SMEs and create content 

where needed to fill in any gaps.  

Divisions are encouraged to cross post content however; their focus will be: 

Table 2. Recommended Platform Activity by Division. 

 

Outtakes 

Outtake metrics, as described by Jeff Rajeck, researcher, trainer, and consultant for 

Econsultancy, are “the direct results” of social media efforts (Rajeck, 2016, para. 20). These are 

usually provided by your platform. I would recommend the CORE representative acting as the 

“checker” to review platform analytics on a monthly basis and with the social media team 

quarterly to review progress and changes. Key actions to watch include “how many people 

reacted to your post, without promotion” (Rajeck, 2016, para. 23), shares, comments and any 

other interactions with audience that demonstrate take away. 

Outcomes 

Outcomes answer the question, “what change did your social media efforts make in the 

real world?” (Rajeck, 2016, para. 25). This is a difficult metric to measure. When asked about 

LinkedIn Instagram Facebook Twitter YouTube
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tracking NPS information with clients, CORE responded that they have tried in the past. They 

had zero response from clients. CORE would rather try a different method to track outcomes 

than asking clients. I recommend using the following metrics to track outcomes: 

 

1. Change in follower count – this is indicative of brand awareness 

2. Record when someone on your team hears (word of mouth) that someone was 

familiar with your brand that do not deal with you already. If your sales team can 

include it in your metrics, it will demonstrate the growth of your brand reputation. 

3. On a quarterly basis, review followers on all platforms. Assign a percentage based 

on if they are industry related or not. 
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Appendix A 

Interview conducted with CORE Senior Management: 

Date:  November 5, 2018  Time:  14:00:00  

Interviewee:  Corey Wick  Title:  Vice President, CORE  

1. What do you hope to achieve using social media going forward?  

a. Brand awareness 

b. Being known as a subject matter expert in our industries (potential 

clients and potential team members) 

 

2. How will you know you’ve achieved it? 

a. When there’s no such thing as a cold call anymore 

b. When competitors, clients, and potential clients start following your 

platforms (a good diversity of followers) 

 

3. What’s the biggest barrier to your success on social media? 

a. Too many platforms to manage effectively 

b. Consistent messaging across platforms 

c. We currently manage social media in an adhoc type manner with no 

clear direction or motive 

d. Three different distinct companies with presence on social media, each 

one having its own style, it basically splits the potential viewers 

 

4. Describe your purpose on social media and where it fits into your overall strategy 

a. Exposure 

 

5. Define your target audience 

a. Clients, Potential Clients, Future team members within our target 

markets 

 

6. What issues matter to them? 

a. Regulatory changes 

b. Political landscape in relation to the industries (ex. oil differential) 

c. New Technologies/solutions (innovation) 

 

7. What makes your brand different from others? 

a. How we operate (virtual & 100% cloud based) 

b. Quality (backed by metrics and quantifiable, historical performance) 

c. All employees are home based (work from home) 

 

8. What message are you trying to send with your content? 
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a. “Wow, these guys know what they’re talking about” response from 

audience – SME demonstrated 

b. Investment in our people 

 

9. Are you looking to expand onto new networks? 

a. Yes, with proven value behind it 

 

10. What tools have you used to manage your social media profiles until now? 

a. Beginning to experiment with Hootsuite 

 

11. What is working for you (and not working) right now? 

a. Working: 

i. Instagram – getting good demonstrative visuals of what we can 

do, our followers are increasing 

ii. LinkedIn – We get lots of views, but we don’t know if it’s 

working. There is no interaction. 

b. Too many cooks in the kitchen 

i. CORE Geomatics – Corey 

ii. CORE Environmental – Mark 

iii. CVL Engineering – Mike 

 

12. What have you tried in the past? 

a. In our weekly BD meeting, we discuss as a group what the Instagram 

post of the week will be and the content or theme for the monthly 

LinkedIn post. 

b. There is no dedicated, full time Social Media Manager 

 

13. Anything you would like to include: 

a. We need a breakdown of social media platform information. 

Specifically timing of posts, how many posts, content and other 

relevant specifications. 

b. Internally, it would benefit us to have a short list of topics to draw 

from when we are under time constraints. Even a cheat list explaining 

how to find content and a schedule of posts showing publishing history 

would definitely help.  

 

14. Have you tracked NPS information with your clients? 

a. Yes. We did not receive one response back. Feedback from the clients 

was that they did not want to participate in feedback documentation.  
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Appendix B – Cheat List 

 

Table 1. Cheat list for optimal business to business social media posting. Adapted from 

"Hootsuite Platform Training,” by Hootsuite, n.d., Hootsuite Academy. Retrieved October 24, 

2018, from https://education.hootsuite.com. Copyright November 1, 2016 Hootsuite Inc. and 

“Everything You Need to Know About Hashtags,” by Isabelle Anderson, February 15, 2018 

Social Media Today. Retrieved November 17, 2018 from 

https://www.socialmediatoday.com/news/everything-you-need-to-know-about-hashtags/517028. 

Copyright October 2016 Industry Dive Inc. 
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Appendix C – Influencer Persona 

 

Table 2. Influencer Persona. Adapted from "B2B buyer persona template,” by B2B Marketing 

n.d., Silver Bullet Publishing. Retrieved November 18, 2018, from 

https://www.b2bmarketing.net/en-gb/free-downloadable-guides/b2b-buyer-persona-template. 

Copyright 2018 B2B Marketing  

  

Geography Canada/USA/Australia, Head Office: Edmonton, Alberta

Size 4,400 Employees

Vertical

Commercial, Institutional, Multi-Family Residential, Renewable 

Energy, Heavy Industrial, Historical Restoration, Civil 

Construction

Lifecycle Mature

Culture Traditional

Name Reggi Dunlop

Age Mid 40s

Gender Male

Job Title/Function PM

Tenure 3-5 years

Direct Report Divisional Manager

Personality Type Risk-adverse, Change-adverse, Busy, High Expectation

Working Life:

Goals Meeting Deadline and Budgets

Barriers to Success Poor business partner/vendor, lacking communication

Challenges Busy schedule, communication, poor scope definition 

Pain Points Multiple deadlines, multiple vendors, challenging schedule

Hopes and Fears Meeting all goals, fear of making poor decision

Motivators Price, deadline, accessibility

Feelings Demanding, anxious, stressed

Buyer Role:

Media Consumed Newspaper, LinkedIn, Industry Publications

Info Sources Face to face, word of mouth

Social Media LinkedIn

Influencers Site Supervisors, Other PMs, Colleagues

Decision Making Role:

Budget vs. Influence Complete control over budget and influence 

Key Decision Criteria Price 

Key Success Criteria Price then quality of work and responsiveness

Likely Objections Price, deadline 

Preferred Sales Engagement Initial: in person, follow-up: Email

Problem and Solution:

What problem will be solved by purchase? Mitigation of errors and resulting delays to projects

What will their buying cycle look like? How long 

will each stage be?

Recurring bid opportunities,  once projects are successfully 

awarded and executed - subsequent projects are easier to obtain 

and cost is less of a concern

What will a successful solution purchase look 

like for them?
Meet budget 

What results will they want/expect to see? No headaches/delays caused in project execution
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Appendix D 

 

  

Week: Start Time: 6:00 AM

6-Jan 7-Jan 8-Jan 9-Jan 10-Jan 11-Jan 12-Jan

Time Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat

8:00 AM TWITTER TWITTER

8:30 AM TWITTER TWITTER

9:00 AM TWITTER

9:30 AM

10:00 AM

10:30 AM

11:00 AM LINKEDIN INSTAGRAM
TWITTER 

(Retweet)
LINKEDIN LINKEDIN

11:30 AM
TWITTER 

(Retweet)

LINKEDIN 

YouTube
INSTAGRAM

TWITTER 

(Retweet)

TWITTER 

(Retweet)

12:00 PM FACEBOOK
TWITTER 

(Retweet)

TWITTER 

(Retweet)
FACEBOOK

12:30 PM

1:00 PM

1:30 PM FACEBOOK

2:00 PM
TWITTER 

(Retweet)

TWITTER 

(Retweet)

2:30 PM
TWITTER 

(Retweet)

3:00 PM FACEBOOK

3:30 PM INSTAGRAM

4:00 PM

4:30 PM LINKEDIN

5:00 PM
TWITTER 

(Retweet)

TWITTER 

(Retweet)

TWITTER 

(Retweet)

5:30 PM

6:00 PM
TWITTER 

(Retweet)

TWITTER 

(Retweet)

6:30 PM

7:00 PM

7:30 PM INSTAGRAM

8:00 PM

8:30 PM

9:00 PM FACEBOOK

CREATIVITY OPPORTUNITY EXCELLENCERELATIONSHIPS

January 6 - 12, 2019

Social Media Posting Summary
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